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Universals 
 
 
Some anthologies: 
 
Landesman, Charles, ed.  1971.  The Problem of Universals.  (New York: Basic Books). 
 
Loux, Michael J (Ed).  Universals and Particulars: Readings in Ontology.  University of Notre 

Dame, 1976.   
 
Mellor, D H (ed); Oliver, Alex (ed). “Properties”, Oxford Univ Pr : New York, 1997 
 

This volume offers a selection of the most interesting and important readings on 
properties beginning with the work of Frege, Russell and Ramsey. In particular, it makes 
accessible for the first time contributions to the contemporary controversy about the 
nature and roles of properties: Do they differ from particulars? Are they universals, sets 
or tropes? How are properties involved with causation, laws and semantics? The editors' 
introduction guides the novice through these issues and critically discusses the readings. 

 
Van Inwagen, Peter, and Dean Zimmerman, eds.  1998.  Metaphysics: The Big Questions.  

(Malden, MA: Blackwell). 
 
Van Iten, Richard J., ed.  1970.  The Problem of Universals.  (New York: Appleton Century 

Crofts). 
 

This has lots of good historical selections on the problem of universals, as well as 
selections through the middle part of the 20th century. 

 
 
Articles and Books: 
 
Agassi, Joseph; Sagal, Paul T. “The Problem of Universals”, Philosophical Studies. 1975; 

28,289-294 
 

The pair Democreteanism-platonism (nothing/something is outside space-time) differs 
from the pair nominalism-realism (universals are/are not nameable entities). Nominalism 
need not be Democretean, and Democreateanism is nominalist only if conceptualism is 
rejected. Putnam's critique of nominalism is thus invalid. Quine's theory is Democretean-
when-possible: Quine is also a minimalist Platonist. Conceptualists and realists agree that 
universals exist but not as physical objects. Nominalists accept universals only as "facons 
de parler". 



 
Armstrong, D. M.  1989. Universals: An Opinionated Introduction.  (Boulder, CO: Westview 

Press). 
 
Armstrong, D. M. “Properties in Language, Truth and Ontology, Mulligan, Kevin (ed)”, Kluwer 

: Dordrecht, 1992 
 

It is argued that we must admit objective properties (and relations) into our ontology, 
although there are many predicates which do not pick out such properties. Should these 
properties and relations be taken to be universals or particulars? That issue is delicate, 
although the author would plump for universals. 

 
Armstrong, D M.  1991.  “Arda Denkel's Resemblance Nominalism”, Philosophical Quarterly. 

1991; 478-482 
 

Arda Denkel, in "Real Resemblances," argues for a moderate Nominalism where 
substances objectively have properties and relations, the latter being particulars, but 
dependent particulars, grouped into classes by objective relations of resemblance. This 
view is contrasted unfavorably with the view that properties and relations are universals 
instantiated by particulars. It is conceded that Denkel's scheme has much to commend it. 
But it is argued that the universals view has much more to be said for it than Denkel 
allows, and that it is indeed, on balance, the superior view. 

 
Armstrong, D M. “In Defence of Structural Universals.”, Australasian Journal of Philosophy. 

1986; 64,85-88 
 

this note replies to david lewis's article "against structural universals" (same issue). He 
argues against such universals by invoking the mereological principle that two different 
things cannot be composed of exactly the same parts. The author replies that lewis's 
principle would tell against universals generally. Suppose that "a" r "b" and "b" r "a" with 
r a non-symmetrical dyadic universal. Lewis's principle is still violated. Any upholder of 
universals, structural of otherwise, should therefore reject the principle. For to assert the 
principle is to beg the question against universals. The author concludes that, as between 
lewis's principle and the acceptance of universals, the situation is a stand-off. 

 
Armstrong, D M. “Against "Ostrich Nominalism": a Reply to Michael Devitt.”, Pacific 

Philosophical Quarterly. 1980; 61,440-449 
 

In my reply to michael devitt, it is argued, first, that quine fails to appreciate the force of 
plato's "one over many" argument for universals. It is argued, second, that quine's failure 
springs in part at least from his doctrine of ontological commitment: from the view that 
predicates need not be treated with ontological seriousness. Finally, an attempt is made to 
blunt the force of devitt's contention that realists cannot give a coherent explanation of 
the way that universals stand to particulars. 

Armstrong, D M. “Naturalism, Materialism and First Philosophy.”, Philosophia . 1978; 8,261-
276 



 
First, the doctrine of naturalism, that reality is spatio-temporal, is defended. Second, the 
doctrine of materialism or physicalism, that this spatio-temporal reality involves nothing 
but the entities of physics working according to the principles of physics, is defended. 
Third, it is argued that these doctrines do not constitute a "first philosophy." a satisfactory 
first philosophy should recognize universals, in the form of instantiated properties and 
relations. Laws of nature are constituted by relations between universals. What universals 
there are, and what relations hold between them, must be discovered "a posteriori" by 
scientific investigation. 

 
Armstrong, D M. “Universals and Scientific Realism: a Theory of Universals", Vol 2.”, 

Cambridge univ pr : Cambridge, 1978 
 

It is argued that what particular universals (properties and relations) there are should be 
established "a posteriori", on the basis of total science, and not on "a priori" 
considerations. Uninstantiated universals are rejected, and it is argued that there are no 
simple correlations between predicates and universals. Disjunctive and negative 
universals are rejected, but conjunctive universals accepted. An analysis of resemblance 
is given in terms of universals. An account of nomic connection is given in terms of 
(contingent) relations between universals. 

 
 
Armstrong, D M. “Universals and Scientific Realism: Nominalism and Realism", Vol I.”, 

Cambridge univ pr : Cambridge, 1978 
 

Different versions of nominalism are considered and criticized, together with the view 
that properties and relations are particulars, not universals. The view that particulars are 
reducible to bundles of universals is also rejected. It is concluded that particulars and 
universals (properties and relations) are irreducible to each other, but only found together 
in states of affairs. The world-hypothesis is put forward that nothing exists except such 
states of affairs. 

 
Armstrong, D M. “Towards a Theory of Properties.”, Philosophy . 1975; 50,145-155 
 

Realism about universals has characteristically been an a priori realism. Each one-place 
predicate with a distinct meaning which applies to a particular has been thought to 
generate its own distinct property. I reject this link between meanings and properties. 
Against a priori realism I uphold a scientific realism. What properties (and relations) 
particulars have ought to be determined a posteriori by the methods of natural science. I 
am currently engaged upon a large-scale working out of this theme, and this paper is a 
first report on some of the conclusions which have been reached. 

 
 
Armstrong, D M.  “Infinite Regress Arguments And The Problem of Universals.”, Australasian 

Journal of Philosophy. 1974; 52,191-201 
 



What is it for a particular to have a property? Many proposed analyses of this situation 
may be called relational accounts. The particular has some relation, r, to some entity p. r 
may be the relation of falling under, being a member of, resembling or "participating." p 
may be a predicate, a concept, a class, a paradigm instance or a form. A number of 
arguments seek to prove that all these accounts are involved in various vicious infinite 
regresses. These arguments are classified, their resemblances and differences noted, and 
their soundness assessed.  

 
Aune, Bruce.  "Armstrong on Universals and Particulars" in "D M Armstrong", Bogdan, Radu J 

(Ed), 161-170.  (Reidel : Boston, 1984) 
 
Aune, Bruce. “on Postulating Universals.”, Canadian Journal of Philosophy. 1973; 3,285-294 
 

Although philosophy has undergone a number of revolutions since the turn of the 
century, the existence of universals is still debated largely in the terms employed by 
moore and russell around 1910. The article contains a critical evaluation of the case alan 
donagan makes for what he takes to be russell's principal argument for universals. The 
general conclusion of the article is that the most plausible strategy for defending a 
commitment to universals actually raises more problems than it promises to solve. 

 
Bacon, John. “Universals and Property Instances: The Alphabet of Being”, Blackwell : 

Cambridge, 1995 
 

Universals are bundles of like property instances, or tropes. Individuals are chains of 
bundles of i-concurrent tropes (i = 1,...). A possible world is any set of tropes together 
with a likeness and a concurrence relation. Thus some tropes may not be in the actual 
world. The hypothesis is defended that tropes are ontologically basic, "the very alphabet 
of being", in D C Williams's phrase. But they could be structured complexes of some 
sort, such as possible facts. The resulting theory is extended to relational tropes, 
compound universals, and modality and applied to belief, time, causation, and obligation. 

 
Bacon, John (ed). “Properties and Predicates in Ontology, Causality and Mind: Essays in Honour 

of D M”, Mellor, D H   (Cambridge Univ Pr : New York, 1993) 
 

I argue first that the universals -- properties and relations -- that exist are those quantified 
over in a ramsey sentence stating all laws. I then use the predicate is red' to show how 
slight and complex the relation is between the meanings of predicates generally and the 
universals whose effects cause us to apply these predicates correctly. 

 
Bacon, John (ed); Campbell, Keith (ed); Reinhardt, Lloyd (ed). “Ontology, Causality and Mind: 

Essays in Honour of D M Armstrong”, Cambridge Univ Pr : New York, 1993 
 

This Festschrift is a collection of papers on questions central to the philosophy of D M 
Armstrong, each followed by a reply from Armstrong. Topics covered include universals, 
dispositions, the combinatorial approach to modality, individuation, causality, laws of 
nature, consciousness, and color. The contributors are William G Lycan, David Lewis, 



Peter Forrest, John Bigelow, D H Mellor, Evan Fales, J J C Smart, C B Martin, Peter 
Menzies, Frank Jackson, and Keith Campbell. A complete bibliography of Armstrong's 
works up to 1992 closes the book. 

 
Bacon, John. “Armstrong's Theory of Properties.”, Australasian Journal of Philosophy. 1986; 

64,47-53 
 

d m armstrong's theory of monadic universals lays down the "a priori" conditions under 
which one-place predicates 'p' (simple or complex) stand for properties, which the author 
expresses as 'up'. Armstrong's conditions for universalhood are systematized as a set of 
rules of inference governing 'u'. Four successively richer logical bases are used: 
quantifier-free monadic predicate calculus, monadic predicate calculus, monadic 
quantified s5, and monadic second-order quantified s5. An explicit definition of 'u' is also 
given in a modal version of quine's 1969 set theory. The formalization reveals that 
armstrong's principle of rejection of disjunctive universals must be weakened, and that 
his implicit assumption of conjunctive simplification inside 'u' is untenable. The resulting 
theory of properties is of interest as a systematic development of the widely shared 
intuition that negations and disjunctions of properties do not in general count as real 
properties. 

 
Baylis, Charles A. “Universals, Communicable Knowledge, and Metaphysics.”, Journal of 

Philosophy. 1951; 48,636-643 
 

The position that there are unchanging characters or universals is presented in this article 
with the following characteristics: (1) the same character can be thought of again and 
again, (2) the character can be exemplified repeatedly, (3) certain relations obtain among 
the characters. This article begins by pointing out problems with nominalism and 
progresses to an explanation of the author's theory. 

 
Bealer, George.  Universals.  Journal of Philosophy. 1993; 90(1), 5-32 
 
Bigelow, John; Pargetter, Robert, “a Theory of Structural Universals”, Australasian Journal of 

Philosophy. 1989; 67,1-11 
 
Bigelow, John.  Towards Structural Universals.  Australasian Journal of Philosophy 1986; 

64,94-96. 
 
Bigelow, John. “Semantic Nominalism.”, Australasian Journal of Philosophy. 1981; 59,403-421 
 

A nominalist needs to explain how the meanings of complex expressions are determined 
by the meanings of their components. Can this be done, without appeal to either 
universals or sets? Two strategies are required. Firstly, we need to interpret a language by 
a one-many "signification" relation, relating each symbol to several things, rather than to 
a single "semantic value" (a universal, or set). Secondly, some symbols of the language 
(functors) should be interpreted by semantic relations holding between other symbols and 
things in the world. It is proved that for any set-theoretical semantics in a broad class, 



there is a nominalistic theory which is in a specifiable sense equivalent to it. But the 
converse does not hold. The phenomena of referential opacity are easily accommodated 
in nominalistic, but not in standard semantics. Thus even believers in universals or sets 
have reason to do their semantics nominalistically. 

 
Bochenski, I M; Church, Alonzo; Goodman, Nelson. “The Problem of Universals: a 

Symposium.”, NOTRE DAME UNIV PR : NOTRE, 1956 
 

The three papers brought together here were presented at the notre dame aquinas 
symposium, march 9-10, 1956. Alonzo church's paper is a brief, partly historical, study of 
various understandings of "propositions and sentences." nelson goodman gives a well-
written exposition and defense of his version of nominalism in "a world of individuals." 
father bochenski's title essay alone is concerned with "the problem of universals"; this he 
breaks up into several levels and attempts to restate in terms of symbolic logic and with 
reference to the ontological commitments implied in the various positions. 

 
Bogdan, Radu J (Ed). “D M Armstrong.”, Reidel : Boston, 1984 
 

The volume surveys and critically examines david armstrong's philosophical work on 
perception, belief, knowledge, mind, universals and laws of nature. The volume opens 
with armstrong's self-profile, which is an autobiographical survey of his intellectual life 
and work. Then d sanford, d rosenthal, s stich, w lycan, b aune, m tweedale, and j earman 
examine and evaluate armstrong's views on the above mentioned topics. The volume 
concludes with armstrong's replies on up-to-date, definitive bibliography of armstrong's 
works. The most important of these works have been summarized by their author. 

 
Bouwsma, O K.  Russell's Argument on Universals.  Philosophical Review. 1943; 52,193-199 
 
Butchvarov, Panayot Krustev.    Resemblance and Identity; an Examination of the Problem of 

Universals.  Indiana univ pr : London, 1966 
 
Campbell, Keith.  “Abstract Particulars”, Blackwell : Cambridge, 1990 
 

This book takes up, defends, and elaborates D C Williams's thesis that the fundamental 
ontological category is that of abstract particulars, that is, particular cases of qualities and 
relations. It provides a new resemblance treatment of the problem of universals, and 
argues that relations can be regarded, in most if not quite all cases, as supervenient on 
their terms. Considerations from first philosophy are presented as supporting a field 
theory of the natural world, and the benefits of abstract particularism for the human 
sciences briefly indicated. 

 
Campbell, Keith. “Abstract Particulars and the Philosophy of Mind.”, Australasian Journal of 

Philosophy. 1983; 61,129-141 
 

This paper takes up the ontological proposal of d c williams, that the basic elements 
consist in cases, or examples, of kinds. Such elements, called "tropes", are abstract in that 



they do not exhaust the reality where they exist (as concrete particulars do), and they are 
particular in having a reality restricted to a single space-time location (unlike universals). 
The system of tropes is applied to three important issues in the functionalist philosophy 
of mind; the question of type-type vs token-token identification, the problem of the 
existence of qualia and the issue of reductive vs eliminative materialism. The paper 
argues that token-token identification must give way to a realization relation between 
specific types. It agrees with jackson that qualia cannot be dissolved away into function, 
as lycan attempts, nor into opaquely grasped constitution, as urged by the churchlands, 
but that this result is not embarrassing on a trope philosophy. Finally, it argues that the 
reduction/elimination controversy is untroublesome from the trope perspective. 

 
 
Campbell, Keith. “The Metaphysic of Abstract Particulars.”, Midwest Studies in Philosophy. 

1981; 6,477-488 
 

This paper argues that instances or cases of properties (abstract particulars) can be 
individuals in their own right, and that to take them as the basic category of entities leads 
to attractive analyses of causation, perception, and evaluation. A first philosophy based 
on abstract particulars can give an elegant account of concrete individuals, and can make 
some progress with the classic problem of universals. The role of space in this 
metaphysic is discussed, a philosophy of change sketched out, and the system 
recommended on the ground of its affinity with contemporary cosmology. 

 
Carroll, John W. “Ontology and the Laws of Nature.”, Australasian Journal of Philosophy. 1987; 

65,261-276 
 

An argument for realism (i.e., the ontological thesis that there exist universals) has 
emerged in the writings of david armstrong, fred dretske, and michael tooley. These 
authors have persuasively argued against traditional reductive accounts of laws and 
nature. The failure of traditional reductive accounts leads all three authors to opt for a 
non-traditional reductive account of laws which requires the existence of universals. In 
other words, these authors have opted for accounts of laws which (together with the fact 
that there are laws) entail that realism is true. This argument for realism which emerges 
from the work of armstrong, dretske, and tooley is discussed and criticized. Conclusions 
from the discussion question the tenability of all reductive accounts of laws. 

 
 
Casullo, Albert. “the Contingent Identity of Particulars and Universals.”, Mind. 1984; 93,527-

541 
The primary purpose of this paper is to argue that particulars in the actual world are 
nothing but complexes of universals. I begin by briefly presenting bertrand russell's 
version of this view and exposing its primary difficulty. I then examine the key 
assumption which leads russell to difficulty and show that it is mistaken. The rejection of 
this assumption forms the basis of an alternative version of the view which is articulated 
and defended. 

 



Casullo, Albert. “Particulars, Substrata, and the Identity of Indiscernibles.”, Philosophy of 
Science. 1982; 49,591-603 

 
This paper examines the view that ordinary particulars are complexes of universals. 
Russell's attempt to develop such a theory is articulated and defended against some 
common misinterpretations and unfounded criticisms in section one. The next two 
sections address an argument which is standardly cited as the primary problem 
confronting the theory: (1) it is committed to the necessary truth of the principle of the 
identity of indiscernibles; (2) the principle is not necessarily true. It is argued in section 
two that a proponent of the theory need not accept (1) and an argument against (2) is 
presented in section three. The final section attempts to show that russell's theory 
ultimately fails because of inadequacies in its treatment of space and time. The paper 
closes with a suggestion for remedying this difficulty. 

 
Casullo, Albert. “Unexemplified Universals and Possible Worlds.”, Philosophical Studies. 1981; 

40,195-198 
 

One of the chief disputes among realists is over the question of the relationship between 
universals and the concrete objects which exemplify them. M j loux has invoked the 
framework of possible worlds to argue both that there are universals which conform to 
the aristotelian account and that there are universals which conform to the platonist 
account. The purpose of this paper is to show that neither of these claims has been 
substantiated. 

 
Chihara, Charles S. “Our ontological commitment to universals.”, Nous. 1968; 2,25-46 
 

In this paper, the author traces and examines a line of reasoning which, evidentally, led 
quine to accept platonism. Central to this reasoning is the thesis that mathematics--at least 
the mathematics needed in science--is 'ontologically committed' to universals or abstract 
entities; and part I of this paper is concerned primarily with this thesis. Thus the author 
examines and criticizes in some detail various versions of quine's criterion of ontological 
commitment. In part ii, the author sketches a line of reasoning in support of platonism 
very similar to quine's but without resorting to quine's criterion or even making use of the 
notion of ontological commitment. The author concludes by briefly discussing some 
ways of avoiding the platonic conclusion. 

 
Cocchiarella, Nino B. “"Philosophical Perspectives on Formal Theories of Predication" in 

Gabbay, D (Ed), 253-326..  "Handbook of Philosophica” (Kluwer : Dordrecht, 1989). 
Different formal theories of predication are associated with nominalism, conceptualism 
and realism as theories of universals. Two different formal theories are associated with 
conceptualism, depending on whether concepts are assumed to be formed only 
predicatively (under the constraint of the vicious circle principle) or impredicatively as 
well. Two different formal theories are also associated with realism, one Platonistic 
(logical realism), the other Aristotelian (natural realism), with each validating different 
versions of essentialism, but only natural realism also validating a logic of natural kinds. 



All of the formal theories are described as second-order logics, with only the logic of 
nominalism being based on a substitutional interpretation of predicate quantifiers. 

 
Cocchiarella, Nino. “On the Logic of Nominalized Predicates and its Philosophical 

Interpretations.”, Erkenntnis. 1978; 13,339-369 
 

By extending the well-formedness conditions for the wffs of standard second order logic 
so as to allow for the occurrence of nominalized predicates, a number of different logics 
for nominalized predicates are described and associated with different traditional 
philosophical theories of universals. E.g., since for the platonist universals are individuals 
(in the logical sense), the platonist takes a nominalized predicate to refer as a singular 
term to the same universal designated by that predicate in predicate position, i.e., when 
used predicatively. Universals are unsaturated entities for a fregean, however, and not 
individuals; and so the fregean, who retains the framework of standard second order logic 
takes a nominalized predicate to refer to an object correlated with the universal 
designated by that predicate. Abailardians resemble fregeans but differ in their 
interpretation of subject position quantifiers insofar as nominalized predicates do not 
refer at all as singular terms; and nominalists, who interpret predicate quantifiers 
substitutionally, resemble abailardians but with an additional restriction regarding 
quantification into predicate positions. 

 
Cresswell, M J. “What Is Aristotle's Theory of Universals?”, Australasian Journal of Philosophy. 

1975; 53,238-247 
 

Aristotle's theory of universals is expounded by contrast with plato's. Where plato had 
said that x is f iff x participates in the form of f, aristotle has two analyses. If f is a 
substance predicate then x is f iff x is specifically identical with an f. if f is an accidental 
predicate then x is f iff there is a y in x which is specifically identical with an individual 
in the appropriate category for f. 

 
Crockett, Campbell.  Contemporary Interpretations of the Problem of Universals.  Philosophical 

Review. 1954; 63,241-249 
 
Cusmariu, Arnold. “on an Aristotelian Theory of Universals.”, Australasian Journal of 

Philosophy. 1979; 57,51-58 
 

I examine an aristotelian solution to the problem of universals proposed by m j cresswell 
("what is aristotle's theory of universals?", "the australasian journal of philosophy", 
volume 53, 1975, pages 238-247). The solution is inadequate in too many respects to be a 
worthwhile alternative to platonism: it cannot explain several prominent types of 
predicates (relational, extensionless, negative, unique, essentially unique, for example). 
As for the cases it can handle, the solution is circular in the way a coherence theory of 
justification is--I compare the metaphysical and epistemological enterprises on this score 
at the end. 

 
 



Daly, Chris. “Tropes”, Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society. 1994; 94, 253-261 
 

In this paper I counter the chief arguments for trope theory in Keith Campbell's book 
"Abstract Particulars". I argue that trope theory faces a version of Russell's resemblance 
regress, and therefore that it cannot dispense with universals. As a corollary, not all 
entities can be analyzed in terms of tropes, and so trope theory lacks the explanatory 
power Campbell credits it with. I further argue that trope theory needs instantiation 
relations to tie tropes into complex bundles, and therefore that trope theory is not more 
economical than the theory of universals. 

 
Denkel, Arda. “Resemblance Cannot be Partial Identity”, Philosophical Quarterly. 1998; 

48(191), 200-204 
 

I demonstrate that analyzing the resemblance of properties in terms of partial identity has 
insuperable logical consequences. It follows that the strategy of vindicating the realism of 
universals against particularistic ontologies such as tropism by appeal to partial identity is 
incoherent. 

 
Denkel, Arda. “Object and Property”, Cambridge Univ Pr : New York, 1996 
 

The author develops a unified ontology of objecthood, essences and causation. A 
principal tenet is that while the basic units of the physical world are substances, particular 
properties are the analytic ultimates of existence. Although properties must inhere in 
objects, individual things are nothing more than compresences of properties at particular 
positions. There exist no mysterious substrata. Principles explaining how properties are 
held together in compresences are basically the same as those that account for essences 
and for causal relations. There exist no objective universals. Denkel defends a 
thoroughgoing particularism and offers purely qualitative accounts of individuation, 
identity, essences and matter. Throughout, the main alternative positions are surveyed 
and the relevant historical background is traced.  

 
Eberle, Rolf A. “Nominalistic Systems.”, REIDEL : DORDRECHT, 1970 
 

Various calculi of individuals (atomistic and non-atomistic systems of either unordered or 
sequential individuals) receive axiomatic, semantic, and philosophical treatment with 
special reference to nelson goodman. Alternative criteria regarding ontological 
implications are stated, proposed, and discussed. Nominalistic models, which avoid 
universals as designata of predicates, are used to define truth and validity for systems 
(often shown to be complete) which seem appropriate to qualities, bundles of qualities, or 
concreta, or formalize the notions of partial qualitative identity and of resemblance. 

 
Ewing, A C.  The Problem of Universals.  Philosophical Quarterly (Scotland). 1971; 21,207-216 
 
Fales, Evan. “Generic Universals.”, Australasian Journal of Philosophy. 1982; 60,29-39 
 



In "a theory of universals", david armstrong has proposed a theory to account for the 
resemblance of universals--the fact that determinate properties fall into natural groups or 
classes. According to armstrong, this important fact is explained in terms of partial 
identity. Two universals fall under a common genus if a single universal is a part of each. 
Although the author is in agreement with major aspects of armstrong's theory of 
universals, he thinks this explanation is mistaken. There are cases it does not account for. 
He proposes a general theory of generic universals, according to which such universals 
exist and bear a special relationship to their determinate species. If a particular has a 
certain determinate property, then it necessarily has each of the determinable properties 
under which the former falls. The necessary connection between determinate and 
determinables bears some resemblance to that between, e.g., color-properties and spatial 
extensions. 

 
Freddoso, Alfred J. “Abailard on Collective Realism.”, Journal of Philosophy. 1978; 75,527-538 
 

In the "logica ingredientibus" abailard attacks the theory according to which universals 
are collections of individuals. I argue that abailard's principal objection to this 'collective 
realism', viz, that it conflates universals with integral wholes, is actually quite strong, 
though it is generally overlooked by recent commentators. For implicit in this objection is 
the claim that the collective realist cannot provide a satisfactory account of predication. 
The reason for this is that integral wholes are not uniquely decomposable. In support of 
my thesis I first explicate the medieval distinction between integral and subjective parts 
and then discuss its application to collective realism. 

 
Forge, John. “Bigelow and Pargetter on Quantities”, Australasian Journal of Philosophy. 1995; 

73(4), 594-605 
 

It is argued that the relations of proportion introduced by Bigelow and Pargetter should 
be excised from their theory of quantity. Retaining the nation that quantities comprise 
numerical relations, I include a binary composition operation and identify a quantity with 
the corresponding structure of universals. I describe this further with seven (obvious) 
axioms. 

 
Forrest, Peter. “Neither Magic Nor Mereology: a Reply to Lewis.”, Australasian Journal of 

Philosophy. 1986; 64,89-91 
 

This is a reply to david lewis's "against structural universals" (same issue). The author 
examines the thesis which lewis relies on in his article, and which the author calle's the 
either mereology or magic thesis. He argues (1) that it does not follow from a conceptual 
analysis, (2) although it has considerable prima facie appeal it is not robust enough to be 
used to argue against structural universals, and (3) lewis himself is committed to 
counterexamples to it. 

 
Forrest, Peter. “Bradley and Realism about Universals.”, Idealistic Studies. 1984; 14,200-212 
 



In this paper I adapt bradley's argument of chapter two of "appearance and reality", in 
order to establish a presumption against what I call hard realism about universals. By that 
I mean the treatment of universals as sufficiently like particulars to be called "things", 
without hesitation. I leave open the possibility of overcoming this presumption. 

 
Fotinis, A P. “a Critical Evaluation of Universals in Nominalism.”, Philosophia. 1973; 3,382-404 
 

The purpose of this article is to show the solution of nominalism to the problem of 
universals, the indefensibility of its theory, and the incompatibility of universals with 
individuals of basic particulars. The solution is seen in the analysis of universals as a 
development of medieval nominalists, and as a treatment of hobbes, or as a reassertion of 
quine and goodman. Both the indefensibility and incompatibility are shown in the critical 
evaluations of such critics as russell, wittgenstein, bochenski, pears, strawson, and others. 
The final solution whether valid or invalid is that universals, according to abelard are 
general concepts which exist in singular things, while for ockham are concepts or general 
terms which exist only in thought. Nevertheless, the theory of nominalism in its strict 
sense is indefensible, since it considers only individuals, and therefore fails to utilize the 
concept of identity. Finally, universals are incompatible with individuals or basic 
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